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DR FEELGOOD
DREADZONE
THE BEAT
CHANTEL McGREGOR
WISHBONE ASH
THE NIMMO BROTHERS
SECRET AFFAIR
PAT TRAVERS
DUKE SPECIAL
NINE BELOW ZERO
BIG COUNTRY
CHINA CRISIS
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AYNSLEY LISTER
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SAMANTHA FISH
LAURENCE JONES
DANNY BRYANT
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For enquiries on tickets,
bookings & the bands
CONTACT US.........
t : 01332 834438
07887 912030
e : info@rawpromo.co.uk
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HOW TO FIND

FLOWERPOT
King Street, Derby DE1 3DZ Tel : 01332 204955

The Flowerpot is situated on the edge of the Derby City Centre on the main A6 road, just around the corner
from the Cathedral. There is a multi-storey car park next to the venue on Chapel Street. This is open 24 hours.
The Flowerpot is famed for its vast selection of real ales and is now recognised as one of the best medium
sized venues in the country. The capacity is 250 if standing and 150 if the show is all seated.
If you are travelling a long way, please check that tickets are still available for the show. If you are travelling
by bus or train, the main stations are approximately 20 - 30 minutes walk from the venue - just head for the
Derby Cathedral and the Flowerpot is 100 yards further on up the road. Accommodation is available at the
Flowerpot. There are 7 en-suite rooms. To book a room phone 07707 312095
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT THE FLOWERPOT IS AN OVER 18 ONLY VENUE
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BUYING TICKETS IN ADVANCE.........
Advance tickets for all of the gigs are on sale at the Flowerpot. These can be bought in person only and by
CASH only. Telephone the venue on 01332 204955 for availability and any further information. No tickets
can be reserved.
If you would like to pay for tickets using a credit/debit card, phone SEE Tickets on 0115 912 9000 or phone
GIGANTIC Tickets on 0115 807 7900. These will be subject to a booking fee.
You can also purchase tickets online at www.rawpromo.co.uk. Click on the TICKETS tab and you will
have a choice of 6 online ticket agents who all sell tickets for RAW Promo gigs.
You can purchase tickets direct from us by sending a cheque payable to RAW Promotions to the address
below with a SAE. Please allow 7 days for the cheque to clear before tickets are sent out. There is no extra
charge for this service or booking fee.

RAW Promotions,
PO Box 5718, Derby, DE21 2YU
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Dear Gig goer....
Well what can I say.... The Autumn season is here and it’s a BIG ONE as we celebrate 20 years of promoting
live music at the Flowerpot. As you can see we celebrate this with a special issue of our booklet and a season
that is packed full of musical highlights. The first gig at the Flowerpot was in October 1995 and 20 years on , we
recognise this with a week of exceptional live music and a beer festival at the Flowerpot running from Wednesday
14th to Sunday 18th October. Recollections of the past 20 years are included in the booklet and the future also
looks very bright with a season full of variety and high quality. We continue to welcome top artistes to the venue
each year and 2015 is no exception. The mighty Big Country play in November as well as the first time visit of
Mod/ Soul favourites Secret Affair. Toyah returns this time with her full electric band playing all the hits. We have
lots of blues to look forward to as well. Samantha Fish and Laurence Jones arrive in November for a double bill
which is sure to delight all fans of rocky blues. Favourites including Dr Feelgood, Aynsley Lister, Nine Below
Zero, Danny Bryant, Eddie & The Hot Rods and Chantel McGregor to name but a few all return this autumn. A
special mention must go to The Nimmo Brothers who as well as RAW Promo, celebrate 20 years performing on
the road. A big favourite of ours over the years and it’s great to welcome them back on the last date of their tour.
Top rock bands in the shape of Pat Travers, Wishbone Ash, Focus and the awesome Skinny Molly return....
China Crisis are back with a new album and play the Pot as part of their new album tour. The Beat were
sensational on their last visit as were Dreadzone. Both are back this autumn. Our selection of tribute bands are
probably the best you could ever wish for. Debuts from top Kate Bush tribute Cloudbusting and a rousing set
from the brilliant Legends of AOR are amongst a stellar line up of top tribute bands including Fleetwood Bac,
Fred Zeppelin, Too Rex, A Foreigners Journey, U2UK, AC/DC UK, Bon Giovi, Jean Genie and many many more.
The air conditioning has been updated and improved during the summer months to hopefully give extra comfort
for those really busy nights at the Flowerpot. The autumn season is always an exciting and vibrant time of the
year and this year is no exception. As always, thanks for your incredible support - Enjoy the gigs.
Alan Woolley (RAW Promotions)

SIGN UP TO THE RAW PROMO MAILING LIST.......
Every month we will be sending out a monthly newsletter by email giving
you an update of all forthcoming gigs promoted by RAW Promo. This is
a free service and you can receive this by visiting our website
www.rawpromo.co.uk and clicking on the “Join our mailing list” icon on
the home page......

Whilst every effort is made to ensure that the details published in this magazine are accurate at the time of publication, specific
information has been provided by individual artistes/bands, management or agents several months in advance of the performance
and may be subject to change.
Please bear in mind that any changes to published performance start times, show content, set length etc may be beyond the
control of this magazine, The Flowerpot or RAW Promotions. Theses changes may be made at the discretion of the individual
artiste/band or representative.
Where advance notification is possible, we will make reasonable efforts to inform you directly (if you have provided contact
details) and place up to date information on our website.
In the unlikely event that a show is cancelled, tickets already purchased will be valid for a re-scheduled date. If the show cannot
be re-scheduled or the re-scheduled date is not convenient for you, then a full refund of the face value of the ticket will be offered
from the place of purchase

www.rawpromo.co.uk
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Celebrating 20 years of LIVE MUSIC (1995 - 2015)
A brief look back at the last 20 years

14th October 1995 and The Rattlers are
about to go on stage at the first ever gig at
The Flowerpot, Derby. A sell out gig and
the start of a musical journey that reaches
its 20th anniversary in October 2015. A lot
has happened in the last 20 years. Here’s
a very brief recollection......
Before the Flowerpot opened its doors as a
live venue in 1995, RAW Promotions was
putting on some roots gigs in Derby at venues
including The Lord Nelson and The Dial. The
Dial at the time was responsible for introducing
such bands as Stone Roses, Nirvana, Primal
Scream, The Levellers to the city and was at
the time the leading mid sized venue in the
city. RAW was currently putting on some gigs
at the Brunswick which at the time was being
Derby Evening Telegraph - Tuesday 10th October 1995
run by John Evans and Trevor Harris. The
Brunswick had been recently refurbished and
was recognised as one of Derby’s best real ale pubs. At the time we were booking top roots artistes including
Jake Thackray, Ron Kavana and Martyn Joseph. John then left the Brunswick and bought a small rather run
down pub called The Flowerpot. After renovating the pub side, John phoned up and asked if we would be
interested in promoting live music at the pub. This came about as he had also bought the tyre depot which was
right next door to the pub. It was only a shell at the time but the response was a resounding YES....
The tyre depot was transformed in to the first design of the venue. The stage was opposite to where it is now
and was only 6 inches high due to the height restrictions. There was a pillar centre stage as well but the vibe of
having a 250 capacity venue selling quality real ales was felt by everybody who went to the early gigs.
The idea at first was to continue the rootsy feel of the Brunswick gigs and start a regular live series of gigs called
The Great Derby Saturday Stomp. This proved successful but it soon became evident that the venue was
potentially capable of putting on “Bigger” gigs. The first non rootsy gig soon came along and China Crisis were
booked to play on 26th November 1995. A massively popular gig it proved to be and it proved the The Flowerpot
had the right credentials to be a top venue. 1996 built on this initial interest and the gigs became even more
varied including the first of many visits to the Flowerpot by John Otway. The third year though was to really show
the potential of the venue with visits by internationally renowned stars
that included John Martyn and Nils Lofgren. To this day people
remember the sight of Nils Lofgren with his brother on the small corner
stage. Also the sight of John Martyn tripping on to the stage from the
adjacent dressing room only to play an immaculate two and a half hour
set.
1997 was also the year that our current soundman/engineer Sid was
to take over the control of the PA. It’s a working relationship that to
this day is still going strong. Sid is now recognised as a top engineer
and is consistently being praised for his work by the artistes that play
the Pot. Because all the gigs are different, not just musically but
personnel as well, a sound engineer has to be able to adapt to the
needs of bands in many different ways. Patience and an in depth
knowledge of equipment and sound is needed and thankfully Sid still
has these in abundance still in 2015.
A couple of gigs from 1997
4

2001 and the decision was made to move the stage to the opposite side of the
room giving far better viewing for the audience. It also led to some big names
playing the venue in that year including Steve Harley, John Wetton, Roger
Chapman and Al Stewart. There was also a lot more blues included in the line
up so the likes of Wilko Johnson, Nine Below Zero and Dr Feelgood would be
making their first appearances at the Pot.
As the reputation of the venue began to grow it was evident that performers
who were making their first UK tour would want to play the Flowerpot. 2005 for
example and a certain Joe Bonamassa decided to play the Flowerpot as part
of his first ever European tour. £8 for a ticket may seem fairly cheap to see this
blues genius but for a first journey in to Europe, playing to a crowd just short
of 200, it was a bargain!! Like wise when Walter Trout decided to play as a
power trio for the first time ever, The Flowerpot was regarded highly enough
for him to include a date. Indeed the blues gigs were gathering pace and Danny
Bryant decided to record his performance in September 2006 for a live album
release the following year. You can hear my rather nervous introduction from
Joe Bonamassa poster - 2005 the stage on the CD. Many other bands have recorded their sets at the venue
including Oli Brown who included a track on his album recorded at the Pot.
In order for a venue to survive and maintain the level of gigs, it also has to keep developing as a venue. In this
case, thankfully the Flowerpot has always recognised this and is continually looking for ways to improve and
develop. The lighting on the stage was proving to be extremely hot for the performers with the old par cans. With
this in mind new lights were installed which don’t give off any heat. Right up to date (2015) and the air conditioning
was improved. Also the front of the Flowerpot has been tastefully renovated and of course, the beer continues
to draw people to the place with a vast selection to choose from every day of the week.
I’m certain there is a book to be written about the many memories that spring to mind of gigs over the last 20
years. Having a beer with Fish in the beer garden on a sunny weekday afternoon prior to his sell out gig that
evening. Midge Ure singing “Vienna” in all its glory. Michael Schenker playing his heart out to a packed crowd.
Glenn Tilbrook leading everybody out of the venue to play them two acoustic songs outside the car park over
the road. The Australian Pink Floyd Show wondering how on earth they were going to put up all of their lighting
rig (They did manage it!!). Seeing Beth Hart and Joe Bonamassa both play the Flowerpot before becoming the
superstars they are now. The challenge of not only booking, but ensuring travelling bands of the stature of
Jefferson Starship play the gig and leave having thoroughly enjoying themselves as well (They did!!)
The variety of bands over the last 20 years has been paramount to the venue thriving as it has. With this in mind,
we should also mention the many quality tribute bands that have and still do play the venue. For the audience
to fully enjoy the experience of a tribute band, the band themselves really do have to be “top notch”. So bands
such as Limehouse Lizzy, Fleetwood Bac, Fred Zeppelin, Blondied, The Rollin’ Stoned, Jean Genie, AC/DC UK,
The Smyths, Are You Experienced to name but a few, are all regular performers at the venue because they do
such a brilliant job of paying musical tributes to the respective bands. The popularity of the tribute bands is no
fluke... It’s based on the fact that fans of these bands like to see and hear a show in a venue like the Flowerpot
and they know that a good night is pretty much guaranteed listening and watching these quality bands.
So.... Twenty years down the line and we’re happy to celebrate and raise a glass to what up to now has been
an extraordinary musical journey. It’s impossible to mention all the people who over the course of the last 20
years have contributed in some way to the musical legacy. All we will say is that a heart-felt thanks goes out to
each and every one of you who over the years
have contributed in some way. Of course, perhaps
the most important people we must thank are the
people who have continued to support the gigs on
a regular basis over the last 20 years. 2016 will be
the 21st year of music at the Flowerpot and there
will be new goals that we need to reach. There is
always quality music coming along, new faces,
new talent which means that there is always going
to be a place for the Flowerpot. Next year already
looks exciting with new names to the venue
including musical legends such as Andy
Fairweather Low. We’ll always be looking for those
exciting bookings and the up coming names ready
to explode on the stage which already has a legacy
to be proud of. Keeping live music LIVE...............
RAW Promo and The Selecter, March 2015
Alan & Lisa (RAW Promotions)

www.rawpromo.co.uk
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£16.00

Friday 4th September

SECRET AFFAIR
The 2015 “My World” Tour

Secret Affair were one of the best known and loved bands of the late
1970's Mod Revival scene which captured the hearts of the nation's youth
of the time along with other acts such as The Jam, Nine Below Zero, The
Purple Hearts, The Chords, Squire and many more.
After having two top 10 hit singles with 'Time for Action' and 'Let Your Heart Dance' closely followed by the
classic debut album 'Glory Boys' in 1979, Secret Affair introduced their second album with possibly their
biggest song 'My World' in the early 80s.
Following the success of last year’s 35th Anniversary Tour, Secret Affair continue to perform throughout 2015
in support of the new release of their four album box set titled ‘Est 1979’ on Captain Oi Records and licensed
by Sony/BMG. Secret Affair are:Ian Page - Lead Vocals, Trumpet, Piano. Dave Cairns - Guitar, Backing Vocals. Russ Baxter - Drums.
Ed Pearson - Bass, Backing Vocals. Stephen Wilcock - Saxophone.
Steve Rinaldi - Trombone & Percussion. Tim Pannell - Trumpet. Andy Fairclough - Hammond.

£10.00

Saturday 5th September

The UB40 Experience
The UB40 Experience are an 8 man tribute to the kings of reggae UB40. Unlike most other UB40 tributes the
UB40 Experience pay tribute to all 8 UB40 members including a 3 man horn section. The band aim to give the
audience the true feeling of having attended a UB40 concert. The multicultural members have been recruited
from several other UB40 tribute bands .They have selected each member for their individual musical talents ,
professionalism and sheer attention to detail in their representation of the UB40 member they are portraying.
The band members have played across the world with a range of bands & music styles .They frequently have
members of UB40 special guesting in their live shows, including legendary founding member & sax player
Brian Travers, trumpet player Laurence Parry & keyboard player Tony Mullins.
The show consists of over 50 chart hits such as Red Red Wine, Kingston town, Many Rivers To Cross, Food
for Thought, I Got You Babe etc..... All played completely live by an 8 piece band, and featuring rapping on
songs like “Rat In Mi Kitchen” from Their Jamaican Trombone player Everton, who is currently touring with
Hollywood superstar Jamie Foxx & his band .

Friday 11th September

Good 2 Gig Presents

£20.00

TOYAH
in concert full electric band
From punk princess to cult stage actress and high priestess of TV, Toyah
Willcox is a uniquely gifted performer and an inextinguishable flame.
Charismatic, outspoken and impossible to categorise, she is one of
Britain’s iconic household names – an award-winning rock legend as well
as a much-loved stage and screen actress and music composer.
In a career spanning over 35 years she has amassed 13 top 40 singles,
recorded 29 albums and toured live across the world. In this lively and
energetic concert with her full live electric band expect to hear hit singles Good Morning Universe, Thunder
In The Mountains and It’s A Mystery alongside classics Jungles of Jupiter, Danced and Ieya.
6

£10.00

Saturday 12th September

ONE STEP BEHIND
Play The Music Of

One Step Behind is the UK's Premier and longest surviving MADNESS tribute band. Formed in spring 1993,
the band achieved widespread recognition in an unusually short time, playing venues the length and breath of
Britain including the Marquee Club in London & the Venue in New Cross. Like Madness, One Step Behind is
well known for their on-stage antics with which they build up an authentic 'Nutty' atmosphere. This is One Step
Behind's philosophy - to carry forward the mad mantle into the 21st Century and beyond.

£15.00

Friday 18th September

BERNIE MARSDEN BAND
At a rough guesstimate Bernie Marsden’s name appears on a hundred
albums – maybe more. In addition to a long-running solo career the
Buckinghamshire-born guitarist has been a recording musician since the
early 1970s via membership of such groups as Whitesnake, UFO, Wild
Turkey, Babe Ruth, Paice Ashton & Lord, Cozy Powell’s Hammer, Alaska,
M3 and many more. Though there’s a tendency to pigeonhole him as a
blues-rock guitarist, each of Marsden’s acts had its own individual flavour.
Although Marsden was wary of flooding the credits with too many special guests, ‘Shine’ does feature some
extremely well-known names, from Joe Bonamassa to Whitesnake singer David Coverdale and the Deep
Purple duo of Ian Paice (drums) and Don Airey (keyboards). Jimmy Copley of Jeff Beck fame behind the kit
and Mark Feltham of Nine Below Zero also supplies some breathtaking harmonica playing.
Shine, the latest album by Bernie Marsden, was released on August 18, 2014 on Provogue!

£10.00

Saturday 19th September

AC/DC UK are now widely considered to be Europe's premier tribute to Rock
legends AC/DC. Their highly energetic live show covers every era of AC/DC's
lengthy career from 1976's 'High Voltage' through to 2008's 'Black Ice'

£12.00

Thursday 24th September

At 76 years old, multi-award winner Lil’ Jimmy Reed, is the real deal, as will
be confirmed by those privileged to hear his stinging guitar work, gritty
vocals and haunting harmonica. A tall charismatic figure, Lil’ Jimmy is one
of the last remaining performers of a raw Louisiana blues tradition.
"All the way from Alabama - real blues sound that will make your feet move
and your heart cry out for more!"
www.rawpromo.co.uk
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Friday 25th September

£12.00

Aynsley Lister Band
When explosive natural ability collides with fiery, emotionally charged
compositions, the result is Aynsley Lister; an incredible guitarist
whose brand of blues-based rock delivers contemporary song writing
fuelled with the kind of heart and soul that’s missing from so much
modern music.
Whether passionately writing and recording his own material or
mesmerising audiences at his live shows one thing is abundantly
clear: music is hard-wired to his DNA and flows from his fingertips like sonic bolts of lightning. With over
86,000 albums sold, lashings of critical acclaim and years of high profile touring, Lister’s resumé speaks for
itself and firmly secures his position as a leading light in the resurgence of British blues-infused music.

Saturday 26th September

£10.00

A FOREIGNERS JOURNEY
A Foreigners Journey are delighted to bring to you this amazing spectacular show which pays tribute to two of
the biggest rock bands of our time, performing one classic rock anthem after another. Both Foreigner and
Journey collectively have sold well over 130 million albums worldwide, including several top ten hits around
the world.
Their stunning two hour show features one classic song after another from both ‘Foreigner’ & ‘Journey’ who
arguably must be two of the biggest rock bands of our time, performing songs such as ‘Waiting For A Girl Like
you’, ‘I Want To know What Love Is’, ‘Cold As Ice’, ‘Don’t Stop Believing’, ‘Jukebox Hero’, ‘Separate Ways’.....

Thursday 1st October

£12.00

DANNY BRYANT
Hertfordshire-born Danny Bryant is a guitar protégé of
the American blues guitarist, Walter Trout. In 1994, at
the age of fourteen, Bryant first met Trout at one of his
concerts in Cambridge. The two have remained close
friends for the past twenty years. In May 2014, when
Trout underwent a liver transplant in Omaha,
Nebraska, he was in no condition to tour his new
studio album “The Blues Came Callin”. He asked
Bryant to front his band and tour America. Bryant
continues to perform songs from Walter, plus songs
from his own 'Temperature Rising' album.
'Temperature Rising' is edgier, fiercer and rockier than
his previous albums, but still has its roots steeped in
the blues.

Friday 2nd October

£8.00

Thunderous tribute to stadium rock giants the Foo Fighters. Four Fighters' live shows are explosive events
and the band go to every effort to reproduce the raw power and dynamics of the original band. All of the Foo
Fighters studio albums, from their eponymous debut to the much acclaimed Echoes, Silence, Patience and
Grace and the 2011 release Wasting Light are represented and given the live treatment by this band.
8

£10.00

Saturday 3rd October

A full multimedia show performing all the world's greatest rock band's most popular hits throughout the years
of U2's history with a full light show and kicking live music that will rock you to the soles of your feet and put
you right into the heart of a live U2 gig.

£10.00

Thursday 8th October

BABAJACK
Babajack – a band who is fast becoming one of the
most sought after acts on the UK and European gig and
Festival circuits! Their unique blend of roots/blues/folk
fusion described by Classic Rock magazine as “an
intoxicating brew of blues, folk and roots music” make
for a scintillating show combining great musicianship,
passion and energy that is guaranteed to wow any
audience.

Friday 9th October

£15.00

Cregan & Co
FEATURING

JIM CREGAN & SPECIAL GUEST VOCALIST BEN MILLS

From 1976 to 1994, Jim co-wrote the hits, recorded the albums, and toured
the world with Rod Stewart. Songs like You’re in My Heart, I was Only Joking,
Baby Jane, Blondes Have More Fun, Forever Young, D’Ya Think I’m Sexy,
the list goes on and on… A fantastic musician in his own right, Jim has also
worked with the biggest names in the music business:- names like Art
Garfunkel, Ronnie Wood, Ringo Starr, Elton John, Willie Nelson, Joe Cocker,
Katie Melua, Kid Rock, Michael Bolton, Paul Carrack, Paul Rodgers, Cat
Stevens, Family, Gary Brooker, Frank Zappa, Jeff Beck, Steve Cropper,
Taylor,
Tina
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everyone knows and loves.
Drummer Harry James is best known for his work with legendary UK rock band Thunder, as well as drumming
with Magnum, Steve Harley, Jon Lord and Glenn Hughes. The musical backbone of the band is completed by
bass player Pat Davey (Tom Robinson Band) & pianist Sam Tanner (Alexander O’Neil, Nate James & Duffy)

£12.00

Saturday 10th October

CLOUDBUSTING
A Tribute to KATE BUSH
The UK’s most outstanding 5 piece Kate Bush tribute band who have won approval from
not only Kate's fans but also the only official Kate Bush news site who invited the band
to perform in London.
www.rawpromo.co.uk
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£10.00

Thursday 15th October

LEGENDS OF AOR
Legends of AOR are a Tribute to the Music of the 80’s American
Melodic Rock Bands featuring music from
Journey, Boston, Styx, Kansas, Foreigner, Toto, REO Speedwagon,
Survivor, Don Henley, & More

This Stunning Show will have you out of your seat and singing along &
crying out for more with it's Energy, Top Class Musicianship, Soaring Harmonies as you Re-Live the Songs of
your Youth. Jimi Anderson - Lead Vocals, Matt Pearce - Guitars & Bvs, Julia Krajewska - Keys & Bvs, Mel
Gabbitas - Bass & Hair and Tony Piper - Drums.

£15.00

Friday 16th October

BAND OF FRIENDS
A Celebration Of The Music Of Rory Gallagher
GERRY McAVOY, Bass : TED McKENNA, Drums
MARCEL SCHERPENZEEL, Guitar & Vocals

Rory's legendary rock and blues was popular around the
world throughout the 60s, 70s and 80s. Gerry McAvoy
played on every album Rory ever made, and Ted
McKenna played with Rory for over 20 years. Along with
Marcel Scherpenzeel (who Gerry describes as the closest
guitarist to Rory that you will ever hear), they keep the
music of Rory Gallagher alive.

£12.00

Saturday 17th October

NIMM0
BROTHERS
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Guitarist siblings Stevie and Alan Nimmo from
Glasgow first performed together professionally in
the late 1990s and have since gone on to highlight
the best in powerhouse British rock and blues. Their
material is rooted in the traditions of the British
blues boom of the 1960s but includes enough rock
elements to keep most blues/rock fans happy.
As anyone who has ever seen the brothers perform
live will surely testify; when is it ever not exciting
when these two musicians from Glasgow take to
the stage in their own inimitable all or nothing
fashion? The Nimmo Brothers are quite simply and
without doubt the benchmark in modern UK blues disappointment is most definitely not an option!
10

Tuesday 20th October

Good 2 Gig Presents

£15.00

Duke Special
Duke Special’s 4th studio album ‘Look Out Machines!’ was released
on 6th April 2015 on Stranger Records. The Ulster born singer
songwriter and gramophone impresario, has superbly crafted this
new collection of catchy, rousing and lyrically poignant tracks. ‘Look
Out Machines!’ sees Duke exploring new musical ground with
collaborators including Iain Archer, Phil Wilkinson and Gary Clark
and heralds the return of an artist back at the very top of his game; a
major difference between his recent output and this album is that, for the most part, Duke has placed himself
in the first-person with these songs. ‘Look Out Machines!’ is an epic album from a unique artist. It’s a grand
gesture of a record that displays a rare and timeless quality and speaks with a refined eloquence.

£8.00

Thursday 22nd October

KENT DUCHAINE
One of the best blues slide guitarists around accompanied by his legendary
1934 National steel guitar; Ledbessie. "There are few musicians who can
captivate a room of people with nothing but a guitar and the blues to the level
that Kent Duchaine does". "His ability to immerse his audience into his world,
his life and his heart is unrivalled" - Blues In Britain Magazine

Friday 23rd October

Good 2 Gig Presents

£15.00

Electro-dub pioneers Dreadzone are re-issuing their
2001 album 'Sound' this Autumn and have announced
a UK tour running through October to December
including a date at The Flowerpot, Derby on 23rd
October. The band formed in 1993 when ex-Big Audio
Dynamite drummer Greg Roberts teamed up with Tim
Bran, with the duo soon joined by bassist Leo
Williams and keyboardist Dan Donovan, also formerly
of Big Audio Dynamite, completing the group’s first
line-up. A festival favourite, Dreadzone opened the
Pyramid Stage at Glastonbury in 1994 and began to
bring their unique blend of electro, dub and reggae to
a wider audience, going on to chart seven Top 60
singles (including their Top 20 hit ‘Little Britain’) and
are still going strong after 20 years.

£9.00

Saturday 24th October
THE PREMIER LIVE TRIBUTE TO

Who's Next are the UK's premier live tribute to The Who. They capture a magical point in time when many
believe that The Who were the greatest rock and roll band on earth. Who's Next's live show aims to recreate
this period in the early 1970's with the aid of authentic stage wear and instruments.
www.rawpromo.co.uk
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£16.00

Tuesday 27th October

This is the very real beating heart of WISHBONE ASH; alive
and thumping; the original twin-guitar band; the band behind
classic album ‘Argus’ and timeless tracks Blowin’ Free, Jailbait,
The Pilgrim, Phoenix and many more. Formed in 1969, Wishbone Ash cut their teeth on the US stadium circuit
first opening for The Who. Once they began headlining in the States, Wishbone’s opening acts included
Springsteen, Kiss and Aerosmith. Citing Wishbone Ash as a major influence, Thin Lizzy, Iron Maiden,
Southern Rock outfits like Lynyrd Skynyrd and, more recently, heavyweights like Opeth and some of today’s
guitar-based alt/indie bands have all taken a little something from that legendary twin-guitar approach. Truly,
there is no other rock band on the planet that has done more with the twin guitar concept…
Andy Powell, Bob Skeat, Muddy Manninen and Joe Crabtree tour the UK so infrequently this is one show you
cannot afford to miss.

£13.00

Thursday 29th October

MIKE ZITO
& THE WHEEL

Mike Zito has certainly been a fast-rising star in the blues/roots world
for the last five-plus years, and in multiple roles too, including as a
performer, songwriter and producer. Co-founder of the acclaimed blues
super-group, Royal Southern Brotherhood (RSB), in 2010 the title-track
for Mike’s “Pearl River” solo debut album (which he co-wrote with Cyril Neville) won the Blues Music Award for
“Song of Year.” Shortly thereafter he also produced RUF Records label-mate Samantha Fish’s debut CD that
garnered BMA honors as “Best New Artist Debut Album.” But lately, coincidental with his departure from RSB,
Mike has been getting worldwide acclaim for his work as frontman for The Wheel, a hand-picked band Zito
formed in 2012 and which includes acclaimed New Orleans saxophonist (and successive individual Blues
Music Award nominee) Jimmy Carpenter, bassist Scot Sutherland and drummer Rob Lee. While immediate
critical acclaim hailed The Wheel’s 2013 debut studio CD, “Gone To Texas,” lately the buzz has been even
louder for the band’s August 2014 “Live From The Road” two-disc set, where Zito’s original songs have gained
even more depth through road refinement and the band’s obvious deepening personal bonds.

Friday 30th October

Saturday 31st October

The UK’s BEST Tribute band to The Doors

£10.00

£15.00

Classic rock Dutch-style as these unlikely 70s chart toppers ('Hocus
Pocus' and 'Sylvia') reform to bring their virtuoso Hammonds, flutes
and yodelling back to the stage. Still featuring founder member and
Rock's only yodeller Thijs Van Leer and the world class drummer
Pierre Van Der Linden.
12

£16.00

Thursday 5th November

FRANK ZAPPA’S MUSIC PERFORMED BY HIS ORIGINAL MUSICIANS

Frank Zappa is one of the twentieth century’s most important
composers. His works of more than 80 albums is by far the most
voluminous and versatile of the entire generation rock (encompassing
of course jazz as well as avant-garde, contemporary classical and
orchestral music!) – even though his untimely death in 1993 left him
with only half the time that was allowed to the Dylan-Jagger-Bowie
or-Springsteens.
In 2015 Frank Zappa would have turned 75. High time to acknowledge
his emormous legacy! And who would be as fit to do so as the incredible musicians he himself had recruited
for his band? For this special anniversary a whole bunch of the most popular Zappa collaborators are back to
turn the complexity of his compositions from syllabus material at the music academies into blistering
experiences in the world’s concert venues again. Including Ray White and Bobby Martin, two lead singers who
were held in high esteem by the great master for many years. Or Tom Fowler, the man who opened Zappa’s
door for three brothers before he went on to become Ray Charles last bass player for well over a decade...
As Banned From Utopia, referring to Frank Zappa's album "The Man From Utopia", they please the
connoisseurs and convert the curious into dedicated fans. Having played on innumerable Mothers/Zappa
albums, the musicians of this virtuoso fusion ensemble are performing classics from all eras. Suffused with the
authenticity of their deep Zappa history. They can do that on stage still. And there's no way of getting closer to
the original!
Ray White – vocals, guitar (Frank Zappa 1976-84) Robert (Bobby) Martin – vocals, keyboard, saxophone,
French horn, harmonica (Frank Zappa 1981-88 / Ella Fitzgerald, Etta James, Wilson Pickett, Eric Burdon, Leo
Kottke, Prince, Stevie Nicks) Tom Fowler – bass, violin (Frank Zappa 1973-78 / It's A Beautiful Day, Captain
Beefheart, Jean-Luc Ponty, Ray Charles, Steve Hackett, Hildegard Knef, Elton John) Albert Wing – sax, flute
(Frank Zappa 1988 / Johnny "Guitar" Watson, Diana Ross, Flo & Eddie, Rosanne Cash, Shuggie Otis, George
Benson) Joel Taylor – drums (Stanley Clarke, Allan Holdsworth, Al Di Meola, Robben Ford, Herb Alpert)
Robbie Mangano – guitar (The GrandMothers Of Invention, Sean Lennon)

£8.00

Friday 6th November

Fred Zeppelin
West Midlands-based tribute to Led Zeppelin who have been together for ten years and who really know what
they are doing. They were the first tribute band ever to be included in the Kerrang reader's poll, coming 10th in
the 'best unsigned band' section in 2004. Recommended by Jimmy Page and Robert Plant.

Saturday 7th November

EDDIE&

£12.00

THE

HOT RODS

Eddie and the Hot Rods began life in 1976, when four teenagers from
Southend on Sea got together, and playing their own style of fast energetic
rock'n'roll/r'n'b, were soon a big hit on the London pub scene. Catching the
eyes and ears of the music press and the major record companies, they
were soon signed up by the legendary Island Records and went on to have
three hit albums and three Top 40 UK singles including the Top 10 hit 'Do
Anything You Wanna Do'. There have been numerous TV appearances
worldwide and they have filled almost every major venue in the UK. A
success in the USA too, they have toured alongside The Ramones, Tom
Petty, The Police, Squeeze and Talking Heads.
www.rawpromo.co.uk
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£13.00

Thursday 12th November

SAMANTHA

LAURENCE

& JONES
FISH
DOUBLE TROUBLE TOUR
.. best selling blues artistes on tour together on the 'Double
Trouble' tour 2015 ... Kansas City-based Samantha Fish
has been on a major roll ever since she teamed up with
Cassie Taylor and Dani Wilde on Rufs 2011 release, Girls with Guitars, and fuelled by the trio’s Blues Caravan
tour of Europe and the U.S., created an international buzz in the blues world. In 2013 Samantha released her
second solo record Black Wind Howlin’ that was (as its predecessor) produced by Mike Zito. Now she is back
with her third studio record "Wild Heart", produced by Luther Dickinson.
Laurence Jones is a stunning guitarist who has been described as “Blues rock’s youngest talent in the UK”.
In April 2015, Laurence released his third album ‘What’s it Gonna Be’ on Ruf Records, featuring guests Sandi
Thom and Dana Fuchs. In June, Laurence played at the “Lead Belly Fest” at The Royal Albert Hall alongside
numerous high-profile artists from around the world, like Van Morrison, Jools Holland, Eric Burdon, Paul Jones
and Walter Trout. This was a very special occasion for all involved, not least for Laurence, when he played on
stage with Walter Trout! “At the age of 23, Laurence Jones is now the complete package” – Classic Rock

£12.00

Friday 13th November

THE CLONE ROSES
The Heaton Park Show

The Summer of 2012 saw Manchester legends 'The Stone
Roses' reform for a series of memorable shows, most noticeably
3 nights at Heaton Park in Manchester. The band then toured
around the world for the rest of 2012 and then played three UK
shows in 2013 in London & Glasgow. For fans who want to relive those memorable summer nights of 2012 and 2013 there is
surely only one option. The Clone Roses are the closest thing
you will find to recreate the look and sound of these shows. The Clones have been gigging all over the UK for
the past 15 years and to pay tribute to the Roses' comeback, they have updated their show. They have
managed to acquire the same instruments and exact same clothing as The Roses recent shows and the setlist
is almost identical to the Heaton Park gigs. They include all the classics in their set such as 'Waterfall' 'Made
of Stone' 'This is the One' and of course 'I am the Resurrection.' Their biggest show to date was at Brixton
Academy in London, supporting 'The Happy Mondays' and 'The Farm' in front of an ecstatic crowd of over
4000 people.

Saturday 14th November

Good 2 Gig Presents

£16.00

Featuring RANKING ROGER
Ranking Roger, Everett, Saxa and Neil Deathridge
combined with Tony O'Donnell, Andy Pearson, Dave
'Blockhead' Wright on keyboards and Roger's son Murphy
make up the new The Beat lineup. Combining some of the
old classics with some brand new material. Worth going to
see live to hear 'Mirror In The Bathroom' in all its glory.
14

£12.00

Thursday 19th November

SKINNY MOLLY
Skinny Molly was founded by guitarist/vocalist Mike Estes
(formerly of Lynyrd Skynyrd and Blackfoot) and Nashville, TN
studio drummer Kurt Pietro. Originally put together to do a oneoff tour of Europe in 2004, Skinny Molly has, eleven years later,
become one of the hardest working and popular rock bands out
of the southern United States. Solidifying the current lineup in
2008, the band boasts guitarist Jay Johnson (formerly of Blackfoot/Rossington Band), and Grand Ole Opry
stalwart bassist Luke Bradshaw. This lineup has toured relentlessly; their first jaunt found them crossing three
continents in 30 days on the strength of their debut CD "No Good Deed". Constant gigging has established
them as "The band from the South to see" across Europe as well as at home in the States. Their latest album
“Here For A Good Time” has been hailed as their best yet and is currently receiving rave reviews worldwide.

£12.00

Friday 20th November

An outstandingly accurate and thrilling tribute to live sound and feeling of
The Smiths. Formed in 2003, The Smyths are the UK's longest-established
tribute to the one of the greatest bands of all time. The Smyths are often
cited as one of the world's best tribute bands with shows home, abroad and
at festivals - including Glastonbury - reinforcing the band's status amongst
the elite tributes.

£15.00

Saturday 21st November

PAT TRAVERS BAND
One of Canada's most revered rock blues guitarists and his American band. Best
known for his speed, trickery, power chords, and all round mastery of the guitar,
Pat Travers also wrote some of Rock music's biggest anthems. Both 'Boom Boom,
Out Go The Lights' from his 1976 self titled debut UK album, and the later 'Snortin
Whiskey, and Drinking Cocaine' from the later 'Crash & Burn' demonstrated a
great rock writer's muse, to compliment his brilliant playing.

Thursday 26th November

Good 2 Gig Presents

£20.00

THE BEST OF BIG COUNTRY TOUR
30th

Following the incredible success of their
Anniversary ‘Steeltown’ Tour, BIG COUNTRY set off again on
tour to celebrate their stunning catalogue of songs, taken from their multi-million selling and Number 1 hit
albums. The band will perform classic hits and live favourites including Harvest Home - Fields of Fire - In A Big
Country - Chance - Wonderland - Look Away - The Teacher - plus a surprise for longtime fans… The band –
BRUCE WATSON (guitars/vocals); MARK BRZEZICKI (drums); JAMIE WATSON (guitars/vocals) will be
augmented on stage by SIMON HOUGH ex-front man for DENNY LAINE (WINGS), ERIC BELL (THIN LIZZY)
www.rawpromo.co.uk
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Friday 27th November

£15.00

Los Pacaminos
Paul young
Featuring

Los Pacaminos got together in London in the month of November
1992, as an antidote to the bleak English winter. Originally formed as
an opportunity to play their shared passion of the Border, Tex-Mex
and Americana music that the members of the band love, they started
as a practice band playing when other musical commitments allowedtop musicians just playing for fun. Word got around as word does and
soon the band started playing gigs.
At least one member of this highly respected group will be very familiar. Los Pacaminos is fronted by one of
the UK's finest and best loved vocalists - Paul Young. However, Paul is not the only luminary in this seven
piece band. Some of the best musicians in the business have teamed up to present an incendiary mix of
classics and original material. Paul says - "Los Pacaminos started out just for fun, playing simply for the
pleasure of it, and it just took off from there. What's really nice is that everyone else in the band can sing too,
and they do, all in their own different styles. It's real bar room stuff, foot stompers, not too many slow songs - a
real party atmosphere."
Tex-Mex music is somewhere between the Mariachi and Norteno styles of Mexico and the Country/Blues
sounds of South-West America. The band empathises with Ry Cooder, Flaco Jimenez, The Texas Tornados
and Los Lobos. Mix that together with blues, rock 'n' roll and a hint of South American music and you have Los
Pacaminos. Their set includes songs like 'Wooly Bully', 'La Bamba' and sometimes, if enough tequila is
flowing, even 'Speedy Gonzales'.
The band members are some of the best known names in the music industry, from a variety of backgrounds.
They've covered all kinds of music, but the unifying factor is that they all have played in Paul Young's bands
through the 80's and 90's. Their friendships stretch back 20 to 30 years, and it's these long term connections
that underpin the very special atmosphere generated at a Los Pacaminos show. Members of the audience are
often invited onstage to join the guys in a slug of Tequila. You'll be in good company, so put your blues on
cruise and come join the Tex-Mex party...

£10.00

Saturday 28th November

BLONDIED
The aim of BLONDIED is to faithfully recreate the sound of Debbie Harry and Blondie and to recreate the
excitement and power of the band onstage for new and old fans alike. The BLONDIED show includes all
Blondie’s hits and more, from their raucous early records right up to the slick pop/rock that has become
Blondie’s trademark in the 21st Century... also including some of Debbie Harry’s solo hits, such as 'French
Kissing in the USA' and 'I Want That Man'.

£16.00

Thursday 3rd December

Martyn Joseph
Martyn Joseph is a powerful singer and songwriter gifted with the rare
ability to speak to the soul with his expressive and poignant lyrics. With a
career spanning 30 years, 32 albums, over a half a million record sales and
thousands of live performances, the versatility of his music touches genres
of folk, rock, soul, folk-funk and Americana, yet somehow all these labels
cannot define the spirit of his music.
Compared to Bruce Springsteen, John Mayer, Bruce Cockburn and Dave Matthews, he has created his own
style and reputation as a mesmerising live performer and stands in his own right, built on a reputation for
giving what thousands have described as the best live music experience of their lives. A unique talent driven
by passion, social awareness and love for his trade, his music manages to empower and speak for the many.
He’s a jaw dropping guitar player who has developed a unique percussive style, teamed up with a powerful
show stopping voice, and has been called “The Welsh Springsteen’’.
16

£16.00

Friday 4th December

CHINA CRISIS
Autumn In The Neighbourhood – 2015 UK Tour - Full Band

After a highly successful tour of the UK in 2014, China
Crisis return in support of their new album ‘Autumn in
the Neighbourhood’, their first album of new material in
20 years. Eddie Lundon and Gary Daly are the founder
members of the band which started in Kirkby,
Merseyside back in 1979. Known for their string of hit
singles, including African & White, Christian, Working
with Fire and Steel, Black Man Ray and Wishful
Thinking, the band will be performing these classics
and more, alongside tracks from the new album.

£15.00

Saturday 5th December

Formed on Canvey Island in Essex in the early 1970s, Dr. Feelgood remains one of the most popular and
exciting live rhythm and blues acts in the world. The raw and uncompromising style of their performance
resulted in the album Stupidity that immediately went to the number one position in the U.K. charts.
Dr. Feelgood have also enjoyed global success with a string of hit singles including Milk and Alcohol, Roxette,
Back in the Night, Down at the Doctors, She Does it Right, Going Back Home and See You Later Alligator which gave the group their first gold record.
The current line up features the rhythm section Kevin Morris on drums and Phil Mitchell on bass, both 29
years in the band and Steve Walwyn on guitar who has been with the band for 23 years. Vocalist Robert
Kane (formerly of the Animals) is the most recent addition – joining in 1999 after the tragic death of Lee
Brilleaux. The band continues to tour extensively throughout the World and enjoy a loyal following at home
and abroad.

£8.00

Friday 11th December

OHASIS
OHASIS are the world’s most authentic Oasis tribute band. Ohasis
have done their homework, playing the songs in the most current
live arrangements, with amazing accuracy. They have meticulously
re-created the visuals, music and atmosphere of a real Oasis
performance. That’s why the band have heavily invested in the
exact same guitars, basses and drums used live by Ohasis, which
all helps to create that unmistakable Oasis wall-of-sound.
www.rawpromo.co.uk
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£10.00

Saturday 12th December

VIRGIL &
THE ACCELERATORS
Renowned for pushing the boundaries of the blues rock genre and
delivering incendiary live sets VATA have been making a huge
impression across Europe. Touring in their own right and on
premium support tours with the likes of Michael Schenker’s Temple
Of Rock, Uriah Heep and Wilko Johnson.
Exploding onto the scene in 2009 they working relentlessly through
the pub and club scene. 2011 saw the release of their critically
acclaimed debut album called The Radium. The release gained many 5 star reviews and notably Classic Rock
Magazine included it in their best of year round up. Also gaining 2nd place to The Black Keys in the coveted
Best Albums award by USA magazine Blues Rock Review. Not bad for 3 teenagers. 2012 saw the band
recording a live DVD/CD to a packed house at the Marshall Amplification HQ in Milton Keynes. 2013 the band
managed to bag legendary producer Chris Tsangarides who has produced Gary Moore, Thin Lizzy, Black
Sabbath and Judas Priest amongst others. Their stunning new album Army Of Three was released in 2014.

£13.00

Thursday 17th December

Chantel McGregor
New Album “LOSE CONTROL” Tour 2015
In 2013 Chantel became the first female artist to be voted "Guitarist of
the Year" in the history of the British Blues Awards, and in 2014 she
won the award for the second time in a row!
"Chantel McGregor and a piece called Cat Song from her album Like
No Other, reminds us that not only is she a very fine singer indeed, but
a quite stunning guitarist. Congratulations to her on beating fierce
opposition (at the British Blues Awards)" - Paul Jones, BBC Radio 2
Paul Jones has always championed Chantel, resulting in Chantel
holding the record for the longest song ever played on Radio 2 (from a
live session at Maida Vale) and for the longest live session in a 1 hour show (again on Radio 2)
Rocking out with her band or performing solo acoustic sets, Chantel never fails to impress. Imagine the tone
and inspiration of Jimi Hendrix, the energy of Royal Blood plus the intensity of Black Keys, in contrast with the
ethereal acoustic sounds of Eva Cassidy and the haunting vocal of Stevie Nicks all rolled into one...
introducing Chantel McGregor, one of the UK’s most exciting artists!
Chantel won five Awards in four consecutive years in the fiercely competitive British Blues Awards: Young
Artist of the Year 2011; Female Vocalist of the Year 2012; both Female Vocalist of the Year and Guitarist of
the Year 2013; and most recently Guitarist of the Year 2014!

£12.00

Friday 18th December

QE2

The very best of QUEEN

QE2 – The very best of QUEEN; has been created and is
performed with love and admiration for the late great Freddie
Mercury and the musical legacy of Queen. A desire in each
member to replicate what made Queen so special and to bring
back some of the live magic that made Queen the international
super-group it is today.
18

£14.00

Saturday 19th December

In the mid-1970s, Dennis Greaves and Mark Feltham arrived with their South London R&B-fuelled Nine
Below Zero, and impacted on Britain’s stagnant music scene like a cold shower. For high-energy blues you
can dance to, 9BZ will not be beaten. Brendan O’Neill and Gerry McAvoy joined two original members to make
a powerful line-up. 2012 saw the return of Brian Bethell who played on 'Third Degree' and who was a natural
replacement for Gerry McAvoy who has left to concentrate on other projects. The band set off in 2014 to take
their music to the people who they call their extended family – that’s you!.Hard to believe that Nine Below Zero
have been together for 35 years and are just as vibrant and unpredictably brilliant as they have always been.

£12.00

Sunday 20th December

AGAIN
ELO AGAIN really do give you a dramatic taste of what the classic ELO were like in the heyday. The whole
experience is a professional re-enactment of an ELO concert with a great sound reproduction, light show and
visual effects. All the big hits are performed – LIVIN’ THING, SWEET TALKIN’ WOMAN, 10538 OVERTURE,
WILD WEST HERO, THE DIARY OF HORACE WIMP, TELEPHONE LINE, TURN TO STONE plus many,
many more.
ELO AGAIN provide the full effect of ELO’s orchestrations, full of depth and tone and they certainly know how
to entertain, as the hits just keep on coming. Their version of MR BLUE SKY is full of passion and fervour and
will have the whole auditorium jumping to its feet, dancing, clapping and singing well into the night.
A NIGHT OF ELO performed by ELO AGAIN brings back the age of Glam Rock to the 21st century and pays
tribute to the beautifully crafted songs of Jeff Lynne. You will revel in ELO’s unique symphonic rock style and
hear some of the most unforgettable classic rock and pop songs of our generation.
“…whole experience is a professional re-enactment of an ELO concert with a great sound reproduction, light
show and visual effects…”
“…just as good as ELO in their heyday…”

£8.00

Monday 21st December

Since arriving on the tribute scene as "Slyde
Alive" Slade UK have left fans open mouthed
with the accuracy of their show. Once thought
impossible, Slade UK recreate the experience of
a real Slade show with all the power of the
original band. Once seen, never forgotten.
Relive a time when Noddy and the lads were the
best live rock & roll band in the world. Slade UK
were chosen to open for the legendary Roy
Wood of Wizzard on his 2013 Christmas tour.
www.rawpromo.co.uk
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Tuesday 22nd December

£10.00

Fronted by UK’s leading Jon Bon Jovi impersonator Andrea Ojano. The
band have not only toured lengthily around the UK, for clients such as
Harley Davidson, Vodafone, Butlins, Chicago Rock Cafes, Yates,
Walkabouts, The British Motorcycle Federation, MCN Live and Jack
Daniels, but have also performed internationally in and around the
Middle East, Russia, India, Slovenia, Austria, Cyprus, Turkey, Greece,
Cyprus, Holland, Germany, Belgium, Spain, France and Ireland to name
but a few.
Bon Giovi were also the only UK tribute act to be asked to make a guest
appearance on the New Jersey tribute album "Garden State Of Mind Vol.
1", A celebration of Bon Jovi musical career to date. Covering every
aspect of Bon Jovi’s extensive career, BON GIOVI perform all the greatest hits such as ‘Living On A Prayer’,
It’s My Life, Wanted Dead or Alive, as well as many others from every album ever produced in one amazing
stage show which include all these hits and more, not too mention performing rare tracks that even Bon Jovi
haven’t performed for many years.
So if you’re ready to ‘Runaway’ on ‘One Wild Night’ down that ‘Lost Highway’ for a taste of the some of the
world’s greatest Stadium Anthems, then get down to see BON GIOVI now! for the closest you’ll get to the Real
Thing....

Wednesday 23rd December

£12.00

FLEETWOOD BAC are the world’s first and best Fleetwood Mac Tribute Band, endorsed by Mick Fleetwood
himself, and raved about by Peter Green’s biographer, the only Mac tribute band to authentically replicate the
classic Stevie/Lindsey/Christine/John/Mick 'Rumours' line-up.
The Fleetwood Bac show focuses on the ‘Rumours’ era of the band (still the 5th biggest-selling album of all
time). It also features several songs from the Peter Green days, plus some of Stevie’s biggest solo hits, in a
full on 2-hour show, including costume-changes and an acoustic section.

Saturday 26th December

£10.00

The JAM’D

The UK’s No 1 Tribute to The Jam
The Jam’d have built a huge following and have gained a
reputation for being the finest tribute to The Jam. Gigging up and
down the UK at outdoor festivals, scooter rallies and some of the
UK’s top venues and events. The brilliance of Paul Weller is laid
bare in their energetic performance all of the classics – Going
Underground, Down In The Tube Station At Midnight, Strange
Town, A Town Called Malice, Beat Surrender and many more
are all included in a varied and extensive set.
20

£10.00

Sunday 27th December

This authentic tribute show covers the spectrum
of Bolan’s career from the early hippie days of
Tyrannosaurus Rex to the chart topping smash
hits of T-Rex.

£10.00

Monday 28th December

The World’s No1 Tribute to DAVID BOWIE
Jean Genie are the best David Bowie tribute men that fell to
Earth, originally created by John Mainwaring and John Ford in
1993.
John Mainwaring is an original recording artist in his own right,
and was signed by numerous record companies throughout his
career. In the late 1990s he was approached by David Bowie’s
most famous band of the 1970s, The Spiders from Mars, and asked by them if he’d front the band and tour
with them. John remains to this day one of only a few tribute artists to tour and perform with an original artist’s
band. He’s certainly the Starman, so enjoy the Golden Years, and Let’s Dance!

£10.00

Tuesday 29th December

“You should check them out” Brandon Flowers on The Fillers ,
April 18th 2009
"The Fillers" were formed in late 2006 in the era of Sam's Town
around the small town of Bury St. Edmunds (Suffolk's very own
Las Vegas) ”The Fillers" are the world’s premier tribute to "The
Killers" Based in a country where "The Killers" came to fruition we
capture the sound look and feel of the Vegas quartet performing
tracks from Hot Fuss, Sam's Town, Sawdust and Day & Age and
also Brandon Flowers solo album "Flamingo".

£12.00

Wednesday 30th December

With a Rollin' Stoned show, the costumes are shamelessly camp, gaudy
and fab, the instruments genuinely vintage and the wit irreverent. What
clearly comes across to audiences seeing the band at work is the
passion they all have for the music of what is "The Greatest Rock'n'Roll
Band" the world has seen.
A typical two hour show will see all the classic crowd pleasing hits, spiced with enough eclectic selections from
the deeper recesses of Stones' album archives to satisfy even the most demanding of "buffs". An awesome
representation for those who remember them, and for those who missed the originals, a chance to see what
all the fuss was about!
www.rawpromo.co.uk
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SEPTEMBER 2015
2 - LIL’ ROOSTERS
9 - WOOLLEY & ARCHER
16 - JON AMOR & JOEL FISK
22 - WOOLLEY & ARCHER
29 - WHISKEY BOB SHAKER

OCTOBER 2015
7 - WOOLLEY & ARCHER
14 - THE RATTLERS (Acoustic)
21 - WOOLLEY & ARCHER
28 - RAY HATFIELD &
KEITH BUCK

NOVEMBER 2015
4 - WOOLLEY & ARCHER
11 - THE RAINDOGS
18 - WOOLLEY & ARCHER
25 - STEVIE ONE BLOKE
MANDOLIN

DECEMBER 2015
2 - LIL JIM & MIKE LEE
9 - KEV ANDREWS
16 - WOOLLEY & ARCHER

ACOUSTIC
WEDNESDAYS
LIVE MUSIC AT

THE FLOWERPOT
King Street, Derby

Tel : 01332 204955
BREWERS CHOICE
A Selected Real Ale only £2.50 a pint
** Available for the duration of the music only **
QUALITY ACOUSTIC LIVE MUSIC IN A
RELAXING AND INFORMAL ATMOSPHERE
IN THE BAR MUSIC STARTS AROUND 9PM
ALL WELCOME!! FREE ADMISSION

RAW PROMOTIONS PRESENTS LIVE AT

THE RESCUE ROOMS
MASONIC PLACE, GOLDSMITH STREET, NOTTINGHAM NG1 5JT

THE SMYTHS
FRIDAY 9TH OCT 2015

SATURDAY 24TH OCT 2015

DOORS 7.00PM

DOORS 7.00PM

TICKETS £12.00

ADVANCE TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM
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TICKETS £10.00

GIG GUIDE AT A GLANCE
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FRI
SAT
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FRI
SAT
THUR
FRI
SAT
THUR
FRI
SAT
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THUR
FRI
SAT
TUES
THUR
FRI
SAT
THUR
FRI
SAT
THUR
FRI
SAT
THUR
FRI
SAT
THUR
FRI
SAT
THUR
FRI
SAT
FRI
SAT
THUR
FRI
SAT
SUN
MON
TUES
WED
SAT
SUN
MON
TUES
WED

4.9.15
5.9.15
11.9.15
12.9.15
18.9.15
19.9.15
24.9.15
25.9.15
26.9.15
1.10.15
2.10.15
3.10.15
8.10.15
9.10.15
10.10.15
15.10.15
16.10.15
17.10.15
20.10.15
22.10.15
23.10.15
24.10.15
27.10.15
29.10.15
30.10.15
31.10.15
5.11.15
6.11.15
7.11.15
12.11.15
13.11.15
14.11.15
19.11.15
20.11.15
21.11.15
26.11.15
27.11.15
28.11.15
3.12.15
4.12.15
5.12.15
11.12.15
12.12.15
17.12.15
18.12.15
19.12.15
20.12.15
21.12.15
22.12.15
23.12.15
26.12.15
27.12.15
28.12.15
29.12.15
30.12.15

SECRET AFFAIR
THE UB40 EXPERIENCE
TOYAH WILLCOX
ONE STEP BEHIND
BERNIE MARSDEN BAND
AC/DC UK
LIL’ JIMMY REED
AYNSLEY LISTER BAND
A FOREIGNERS JOURNEY
DANNY BRYANT
FOUR FIGHTERS
U2UK
BABAJACK
CREGAN & CO
CLOUDBUSTING
LEGENDS OF AOR
GERRY McAVOY’S BAND OF FRIENDS
THE NIMMO BROTHERS
DUKE SPECIAL
KENT DUCHAINE
DREADZONE
WHO’S NEXT
WISHBONE ASH
MIKE ZITO & THE WHEEL
THE DOORS ALIVE
FOCUS
BANNED FROM UTOPIA
FRED ZEPPELIN
EDDIE & THE HOT RODS
SAMANTHA FISH BAND & LAURENCE JONES BAND
THE CLONE ROSES
THE BEAT
SKINNY MOLLY
THE SMYTHS
PAT TRAVERS BAND
BIG COUNTRY
LOS PACAMINOS
BLONDIED
MARTYN JOSEPH
CHINA CRISIS
DR FEELGOOD
OHASIS
VIRGIL & THE ACCELERATORS
CHANTEL McGREGOR
QE2
NINE BELOW ZERO
ELO AGAIN
SLADE UK
BON GIOVI
FLEETWOOD BAC
THE JAM’D
TOO REX
JEAN GENIE
THE FILLERS
THE ROLLIN’ STONED

ROCK/SOUL/MOD
UB40 TRIBUTE
ROCK/POP
MADNESS TRIBUTE
ROCK/BLUES
AC/DC TRIBUTE
BLUES
BLUES
FOREIGNER/JOURNEY TRIBUTE
ROCK/BLUES
FOO FIGHTERS TRIBUTE
U2 TRIBUTE
ROOTS/BLUES
ROCK
KATE BUSH TRIBUTE
AMERICAN MELODIC ROCK TRIBUTE
ROCK/BLUES
BLUES/ROCK
ALT ROCK/FOLK
BLUES
DUB/REGGAE
THE WHO TRIBUTE
ROCK
ROCK/BLUES
THE DOORS TRIBUTE
ROCK
ROCK
LED ZEPPELIN TRIBUTE
ROCK
BLUES
THE STONE ROSES TRIBUTE
SKA/REGGAE
ROCK
THE SMITHS TRIBUTE
ROCK
ROCK
TEX MEX
BLONDIE TRIBUTE
ROOTS
POP/ROCK
BLUES
OASIS TRIBUTE
BLUES/ROCK
BLUES
QUEEN TRIBUTE
BLUES
ELO TRIBUTE
SLADE TRIBUTE
BON JOVI TRIBUTE
FLEETWOOD MAC TRIBUTE
THE JAM TRIBUTE
T REX TRIBUTE
DAVID BOWIE TRIBUTE
THE KILLERS TRIBUTE
THE ROLLING STONES TRIBUTE

£16
£10
£20
£10
£15
£10
£12
£12
£10
£12
£8
£10
£10
£15
£12
£10
£15
£12
£15
£8
£15
£9
£16
£13
£10
£15
£16
£8
£12
£13
£12
£16
£12
£12
£15
£20
£15
£10
£16
£16
£15
£8
£10
£13
£12
£14
£12
£8
£10
£12
£10
£10
£10
£10
£12

